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This year could prove to be pivotal for Apple Pay in a number of ways, including adoption and merchant availability, but also in support from card issuers, many of which
have contracts with Apple up for renewal.

Apple is set to negotiate extensions of three-year deals with credit card companies and banks, according to The Wall Street Journal.
The report features quotes from Apple services chief Eddy Cue, who expressed confidence that financial institutions will re-up with Apple Pay due to continued growth of
the contactless payment method.
The report attempts to portray adoption of Apple Pay as "disappointing," though comments from Cue suggest the company is in no rush, as long as adoption remains
steady.
"Does it matter if we get there in two years, three years (or) five years?" he asked. "Ultimately, no."
It's estimated that just 13 percent of iPhone users have tried Apple Pay, with barriers ranging from merchant availability to user reluctance with new technology. Still,
research also suggests users are twice as likely to have tried Apple Pay as opposed to rivals like Samsung Pay or Android Pay.
The Journal also cited David Robertson of Nilson Report, who believes that a tipping point for Apple Pay could be imminent. Currently, it's estimated that about one third
of U.S. retailers support the NFC-based payment service.

Apple has been steadily adding new institutions to Apple Pay since its debut in late 2014, including more than 20 banks this week alone. International expansion has also
progressed, with its debut in Taiwan last week, and arrival in Italy expected soon.
Major U.S. banks are also coming around to Apple Pay support for ATM withdrawals, as Wells Fargo revealed last week that it will add support later this year, joining
Bank of America's "select" compatible ATMs.
Statistics released in February indicated that 36 percent of U.S. merchants accept Apple Pay, making it the most common mobile payment platform. The data from Boston

Retail Partners suggests adoption was up considerably from just 16 percent of retailers a year prior. Android Pay came in at 24 percent, and Samsung Pay at 18 percent,
though the latter can be used at businesses that don't officially support the platform.
In the company's most recent quarterly earnings call, Apple indicated that Apple Pay transactions were up 500 percent year-over-year in the December quarter, driven by
triple the number of users.
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Rumor: Supply chain issues with 'iPhone 8' 3D sensors may lead to late launch in Oct. or Nov.
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Scania brings Apple's CarPlay to semi trucks for first time
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Intel Skylake 12inch MacBook

Unbeatable Deals from AppleInsider & Apple's Top Authorized Resellers
SAVE $10.00 - Apple's new 9.7" iPad line starting at $319 after $10
off, plus free shipping and no sales tax outside NY & NJ

SAVE $390.00 - $240-$390 off Late 2016 15" MacBook Pros with
Touch Bar + AppleCare & no tax outside NY and NJ

SAVE $250.00 - $150-$250 off 2016 13" MacBook Pros with Touch
Bar + AppleCare & no tax in 48 states

SAVE $50.00 - $10-$50 off Apple's 9.7-inch iPad Pros with free
expedited shipping & no tax outside NY & NJ

SAVE $250.00 - $150-$250 off Late 2016 13" MacBook Pros with
AppleCare (without Touch Bar) + no tax outside NY & NJ

SAVE $450.00 - 1 left! Apple's fully loaded 2015 12" MacBook for
$1,299 with free shipping & no tax outside NY & NJ
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Today's Headlines
Apple Clips app 64-bit only, another move suggesting end of 32-bit device support
Apple launches new social-focused Clips video editing app for iPhone & iPad
Western Digital debuts first SSD-based My Passport drive with USB-C for Macs
Nvidia reveals Mac Pro-compatible Titan Xp PCI-e GPU, macOS drivers for Pascal-based video cards
Roundup: The best cases for Apple's new 2017 9.7-inch iPad that you can buy right now
Ikea launches iPhone-connected smart home bulbs & sensors, but no Apple HomeKit support
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